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Guideline for Research Paper
Title: It is defining your work in one or two line. Before selecting the title of paper, check it in www.google.com
or http://scholar.google.co.in/ it is already used by someone or not. If it is already used then change it, repeat
same step until not find the unique title. These should describe and carefully confirmed findings. The length
of a full paper should be the minimum required to describe and interpret the work clearly.
Abstract: Define your complete work in 150 to 250 words, It includes the details about what is your problem, how
you solve it, how it is better than other. Succinct: no references, no paragraphs, no bullets etc.
Keyword: It includes the four to Six words / terms that will be mainly used / repeated in your paper.
Introduction: What question did you ask in your experiment? Why is it interesting? This section includes the details
about previous technology (Literature Summary) of your work or fundamental concepts, the knowledge of
these concepts are required to understand your work.
Materials and Methods: This section must contain specific details about the materials, Technology, media, instruments used,
specialized chemicals source and related experimental details which allows other research worker to
reproduce the work. If you had a complicated protocol, it may help to include a diagram, Table or flow chart
to explain the methods you used. Do not put result in this section.
Discussion / Analysis: - In this section you explain analysis part of your work in the form of table, graph,
figure, case study, chart etc. with the previous techniques.
All tables should be supplied in MSWord format and included within the manuscript. All tables should have
meaningful captions, and numbered, e.g. Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3 etc. All equations are to be
numbered sequentially with the numbers in round brackets, referred to in text as: Equation (1); use initial
cap in mid-sentence.
Conclusion: In section you conclude your paper.
References: - In this section you include all the list of references that is used in your paper.
Like [1] Author name, “Title of paper”, Title of Journal/Conference, page no, Volume no., Issue No. Year.

